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We have modeled line blanketing e�et on intensities of FeI lines. We have taken into aount H,

CaI, CaII, CaIII, SiI, SiII, MgI, MgII spetral lines. Totally more then 3000 spetral lines have been

inluded. It is shown that with dereasing e�etive temperature the line blanketing e�et inreases.

The ignoring of line blanketing an lead to an error of estimation of iron abundane more than 0.02

dex for the Sun and solar type stars. Our preliminary results with a limited number of spetral

lines and atoms show the importane of the line blanketing e�ets for intensities of FeI lines in the

atmosphere of ool stars.
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Iron is a widely spread element in Universe. Iron atoms

ontribute strongly to line blanketing and eletron pres-

sure in the atmospheres of the Sun and solar type stars.

Many Fe spetral lines are used for determination of

global stellar parameters suh as gravity, rotation ve-

loities, e�etive temperatures, et. We also use these

lines to solve some problems of the stellar astrophysis,

namely:

{ preise determination of iron abundane in Sun and

stars;

{ determination of metallisity for stars with extrasolar

planets;

{ onstrution semiempirial hromosphere models for

solar ares (ollaboration with E. Baranovsky, Crimean

Astroph. Observatory);

{ determination of Fe abundane in double stars with

great eentriities (ollaboration with V. Leushin, Spe-

ial Astroph. Observatory).

Fig. 1. 100-level iron atom model.
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For solving these problems we use omputer ode

MULTY [1℄ and stellar atmosphere models of R. Ku-

ruz [2℄. For our study we have onstruted 100-level

iron atom model (Fig. 1). This model inludes 99 FeI

levels and one FeII level. We have taken in to aount

506 bound-bound transitions. In general, it has been

inluded more then 4000 transitions. Sine the pioneer

work of Athay and Lites [3℄ it is well known that the pho-

toionization proesses plays the major role in NonLTE

e�ets in FeI lines formation in stellar atmospheres. For

this reason, the photoionization ross-setions must be

treated with high auray. We have used the data from

IRON projet [4℄. The dependene of iron photoioniza-

tion ross-setions on wavelengths is very omplex (see

Fig. 2). Also, the radiation �eld on iron photoionization

frequenies is not a smooth funtion beause the ontin-

uum is superimposed by a great number of spetral lines

for the late type stars and the Sun, espeially for wave-

lengths shorter then 4000

�

A. Fig. 3 shows the inuene of

line blending on the ontinuum ux in the Sun, Arturus

and Proyon using models from [2℄.

Fig. 2. Photoionization ross-setions as a funtion of wavelength for the a5D FeI term.

Fig. 3. The inuene of line blanketing on the ontinuum uxes of the Sun, Arturus and Proyon
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How does the line blanketing a�et the FeI lines in-

tensities in the objets investigated by us? To answer to

this question we have modeled this e�et in our NonLTE

alulations. For this purpose we have used a proedure

ABSLIN from MULTY ode. We have treated the line

blanketing from H, CaI, CaII, CaIII, SiI, SiII, MgI, MgII

spetral lines. Atomi data for these elements has been

taken from VALD database. Totally, more then 3000

spetral lines have been inluded. Also, we have onsider

the inuene of the diatomi moleules suh as CO, CH,

et. Atmosphere models for the Sun, Arturus and Pro-

yon have been taken from [2℄. We have obtained the

following results:

{ with dereasing e�etive temperature the line blan-

keting e�et inreases;

{ for Arturus the alulated FeI equivalent widths in-

reased more than 2 perent. For the Sun and Proyon

these values were 1.5% and 1%, respetively;

{ from 506 arefully alulated spetral lines 32 lines

(for Arturus) and 6 lines (for the Sun and Proyon)

hanged intensities more then two times;

{ the ignoring of line blanketing may lead to an error

of estimation of the iron abundane more than 5% for

the Sun and the solar type stars;

{ our preliminary results with a limited number of

spetral lines and atoms show the importane of the line

blanketing e�ets for intensities of FeI lines in the atmo-

sphere of ool stars.
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PRO VPLIV BLANKETUVANN� L�N��MI NA �NTENSIVNOST� L�N�� FeI,

ROZRAHOVANIH U NABLI�ENN� BEZ LOKAL^NOÕ TERMODINAM�QNOÕ

R�VNOVAGI

U. X. Ba�z�tov

Baxkirs~ki� der�avni� un�versitet, S�ba�~ki� v�dd�l Baxkirs~koÝ akadem�Ý nauk,
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Promodel~ovano vpliv efektu blanketuvann� l�n��mi na �ntensivn�st~ l�n�� FeI. Uz�to do uvagi spek-

tral~n� l�n�Ý H, CaI, CaII, CaIII, SiI, SiII, MgI, MgII. Sumarno vkl�qeno b�l~xe n�� 3000 spektral~nih

l�n��. Pokazano, wo z� zmenxenn�m efektivnoÝ temperaturi blanketuvann� zrosta. Nevrahuvann� efektu

blanketuvann� mo�e prizvesti do pomilki v o�n� vm�stu zal�za b�l~xe n�� 0.02 dex dl� Son� � z�r

son�qnogo tipu. Nax� poperedn� rezul~tati z obme�eno� k�l~k�st� spektral~nih l�n�� � atom�v pokazu�t~

va�liv�st~ urahuvann� blanketuvann� l�n��mi na �ntensivn�st~ l�n�� FeI v atmosfer� holodnih z�r.
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